New 20.21
black crows collection

pleasure
shows its
colored soul

A new avenger in the all-terrain range, three
modernized flagship models in the all-terrain and
touring ranges, a new women’s ski, three new
junior skis, new super extra touring skins and a new
benchmark pole which has become even more
tactile ; these are the main trends of the black
crows 20.21 skis and accessories collection in
technicolor.
Divided into four categories Big Mountain, AllTerrain and Touring and Resort, our vision of
free skiing implies four invariable criteria: all-terrain,
all snow conditions, easiness and efficiency. This
is why, in order to achieve this goal, we test our
skis don a daily basis in the heart of the mountain
massifs around Chamonix. That is where the
authenticity of black crows is forged.

On the design side, this fourteenth collection
explores the distention of the chevron with a black
crows consubstantial ingredient: color.
To refine the segmentation and improve the visual
equilibrium of the pattern, the thickness of the
lines has been slightly modified. A subtle change
that your senses will undoubtedly notice. The
three ranges remain associated with the thickness
of the lines, from the widest (big mountain) to
the narrowest (resort) as well as an intermediary
thickness (all-terrain). As for the women’s
collection (birdie), it is distinguishable by the
tones, the thickness of which remain consistent
to each range.
The textile collection for skiing clothing has
been renewed for winter 20.21. Imagined and
experienced in the Chamonix mountains, this
collection of ski clothing confirms our desire to
enrich all the nuances of free skiing; off-piste,
touring and expeditions. Basically, all the technical
requisites for mountains and high mountains, with
an assertive touch, and always as uncompromising
when it comes to style.

All-terrain range
Justis
homogeneous
incisive
wild
A new all-terrain ski aimed at the wilder adventures,
the justis has a waist surface sufficient for going
far and wide, a double titanal plate for committed
skiing and a good dose of rocker for perfect
control. Powerful on the edge due to the layer of
titanal, this ski exploits its alpine soul as a carver of
curves. A ski for those evolving in the ski areas who
want a ski which can safely take them further away.

4 sizes : 171.3 / 177.4 / 183.1 / 189.3
Sidecut for the 177.4 : 13.8 tip / 10.0 waist /
12.3 tail

Big mountain range
Anima & Anima Birdie
eager
animated
animalistic
A rejuvenating treatment for the animal to improve
its performance on hard ground and at low speed.
The side lines have been lengthened to the
extremities to reinforce its hold, its flex has been
homogenized, its heel lightly drawn-out and its tip
enlarged. With better weight balance, this freeride
beast has an improved performance on hard snow
and has gained precision.
Along with this modernization, the feminine version
of this animal materialized in order to satisfy the
animality nature of these ladies. Do not judge it
by its radiant colors, the anima birdie is just as wild.

Touring range
Corvus freebird
light
big-hearted
powerful
Ski chosen by all the great ski-touring enthusiasts,
the new corvus freebird benefits from a new, less
pronounced rise of the rocker, a more dynamic
heel and elongated sidecuts. The result is a more
aggressive ski with better precision on the entry
and exit of turns and which braces better. It is also
fitted with a titanal plate underfoot which increases
the drill depth so as to adapt to the new hybrid
bindings. Life is always in pink.

Orb freebird
light
strong
authentic
A breath of modernity has arrived to enrich the orb
freebird, a ski which shouldn’t be missed. Without
demeaning its safe and versatile character on
which its reputation has been built; it benefits from
a general reduction in weight while maintaining an
excellent skiability. Weight gain due to redressing
the ABS and the refinement of the rocker lift
offering it a better base and even better hold.
It is also fitted with a titanal plate underfoot which
increases the drill depth so as to adapt to the new
hybrid bindings.

Resort range
In 20/21, we are carrying over the technical aspect and graphics
of our current 19.20 range which consists of the following
models: divus, vertis, vertis birdie, orb and orb Birdie.
These models are key elements of the black crows range and
are experiencing a real growing commercial success this winter.
They have reached international target customers and allow part
of this clientele to be introduced to the world of skiing through
black crows.
20.21 also marks the great return of the arto, the ultra specific
GS ski.

Junior Range
Atris junior
fun-loving
aerial
responsive
Like its elder, the atris junior is a great mid-fat
all terrain ski with a lot of playfulness. The flex
is constant and progressive, and with a light
weight, the atris junior is super easy to handle.
The radius (18m) drives well, the progressive and
supple flex makes it easy to handle and adapted
to progression; whereas its side lines give a very
effective and stable edge. Creativity for the youth
on all types of terrain.

Camox junior
et Camox junior birdie
good handling
accessible
versatile
Destined to the 14-18 years old, the camox junior
combines rapidity and vivacity with its short radius
(16-17m). This ski has a good bearing capacity
thanks to its 90 mm under foot. Its tolerant flex
makes it super accessible and catchy. It has
a classic camber medium with a double rocker
which allow a great handling ability and pivot
move. A wild ski for young savages.

Pole range
Meta
The meta take a new dimension with a shaped grip
of rubber which can be shaped with an accuracy
to fit the hand and with a new 90mm basket made
in a hybrid material which adapts to changes in the
terrain. To take care of this increasingly sensual
pole, chevrons gently decorate the new grip.

Skins
Pilus
New skins with this all new pilus developed with
the Swiss brand Pomoca. Its particularity is to
have a fine membrane which protects and
increases the waterproofness of the glue. Solid
and long-lasting, very practical and indifferent to
changes in temperature, the pilus are the ideal
partner for gliding serenely towards happiness.
The pilus comes in two versions, super and extra
lights, depending of the ski models.
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